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WIIEN IS A PRODUCTION?BIKE NOT......              by Jim Swift.
It had  to come  sooner or  later.   It  did  on  Sunday,  October  3rd  to  be

exact  at  some  ghastly  hour  in  the  morning.   I  got  it  just  before  the
practice  was  due  to  start  for  those  tracing  production  machines'.   It
came, a ten bob note attached, in the fo- of an official protest against
the  eligibility  of  the  Dresda  Triton  which  had  swept  all  before  it  at
Barcelona.   I  need  not go  into  the  why's  and wherefore's  of who  signed
the protest;   suffice it to say that a cold current of air had swept through
the  paddock when riders  noticed Dave  Degen's name in  the programme
and  that  also  the  infamous  machine  which  had  knocked  hell  out  ot' all
opposition  on  that  previous  memorable  occasion.

I  suppose  the  problem  could  be  easily  answered  by  saying  that  it  is
not eligible  because  it  is  not  a production  machine  in  the  true  sense  of
the word.  It becomes a little more awkward when one realises that there
are no A.C.U. rules on  this 'new' class of motorcycle  sport and the only
rules  in  existence  for  National  meetings,  or  those  of  lesser  status,  are
those  which  the  particular  organising  Club  has  drafted  to  suit.   In  the
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subject for the time being and pass comment on the wider issues involved.

In  the  first  instance  a  cproduction  machine'  has  almost  been  defined
by  the  F.I.M.  when  they  drafted  some  (basic,  standard  rules  for  Inter-
national events:-'{  more than  loo manufactured and sold to the public
through the no-al trade channels."  You will therefore see that the wordcmanufactured,  now  becomes  the  operative  word  and  not  'production,.
Obviously all parts must be  manufactured,  but if a person  takes mann.
factured parts.  puts  them  together  to  better  advantage,  and  sells  more
than  100  through  his  own  shop-there  is  really  nothing  to  stop  him.
Likewise there is also nothing to stop  anyone who is  in  such a position'
building his  over-the-counter  production  machine  with  standard  frames,
listing a  Manx frame as an  optional  extra,  and  building  his  own  racing
production  machine  with  this  latter  item.   The  same  would  also  apply



to any other part of the machine providing the parts from which it was
built could be offered to any member of the public as an optional extra.
You  haven,t  got  him  until  he  runs  out  of  parts  catalogued,  but  even
then, if he,s produced and sold more than  100 you,ve  had it once more.

Obviously  a  complete  revision  of  the  rules  is  imminent  and  someone
has to now decide what's  best for the Troduction' motorcycle and NOT
what,s  best  for  the rider.   We  as  a  Club  think  we  know  what,s  best for
the  class;  we  also  know  within  reason  what  the  riders  want.    Which
comes  back  to  that sore I  mentioned earlier.   The  two have  now got to
meet  and  cBemsee'  will  once  again  be  deciding  the  fate  of  the  class,  but
this time not just within the Club alone but Nationally as well by helping
to  lay  the  foundations  of  a  new  National  code.

It  is  therefore  in  the  interests  of  everyone  concemed  in  this  form  of
racing  that  the  Club produces  the  right  answers  when  they,re  required.
It  has  to  look  after  the  interests  of  the  sport  ADD  its  members  so
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well  qualified  to  give  them.

If  one  accepts  that  the  production  machine  class  will  form  the  basis
of future racing in this country,  one must also accept that stringent rules
must  be  made  and  adhered  to  if  the  class  is  to  survive.   Some  of  these
rules  may  well  be  unpopular  but  the  wider  issues  involved  here  are  so
important that the acceptance by every entrant and rider is of the utmost
necessity.   Indeed  the  manufacturer  must  now  play  his  part  if  the  pro-
duction  machine class  is  not to  be  amalgamated with  the  down-and-out
racer;  and if. in five years  time,  his production machine is not to  be the
then  racing  counterpart  of  the  Manx.

I  think  that  few  people  would  want  to  see  the  hybrid  take  over  the
laurels  of  production  machine  racing.   But,  let,s  face  it,  the  production
machine as it stands at the moment is  so close to  becoming a racer that
it is only the individual, whose British fairness prohibits him from going
the  whole-hog,  who  is  really  keeping  machines  within  the  bounds  of
reasonability.   One  person  has  already  jumped  the  fence:  this  therefore
makes  the  formation  of  a  new  set  of  rules  of  such  importance  that  it
cannot  be  ignored  any  longer.   Either  that  or  the  Triton  walks  away
with  all  honours  during  1966.

At  least  it  has  done  one  thing.   Now  everyone  is  interested  in  pro_
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than  to  the  production!        OR  should  the  hybrids  be eligible to race?

Those  Members  who  hold  any  ANNUAL  AWARDS  for
1964 are asked to retum  them SUITABLY wrapped to:

W.  J.  GROOME,
28  Langley Broom,
LANGLEY,  Bucks.

so that the  1965 winners may be  presented with them at the
A-AL  DINNER.



A  RIDER,S IMPRESSION

The Honda CB 77

by The Editor

First of all let me say that I an not biased in favour of Honda or the
Japanese invasion of the  British market.   I  am disgusted that the  British
manufacturers have permitted this to happen and that their short-sighted
policy has left many of them in a state of complete and utter stagnation.
But  at  the  same  time  I  applaud  the  efforts  of  a  nation  which  has
gradually set the seal of economic ruin to this country in much the same
way as the effect Pearl Harbour had on the Americansulevastation!

Neither am  I  particularly impressed with a  machine which  I  have  to
continually  wring  its  head  off  to  make  it  perform  in  the  manner  for
which it was conceived.   If I am biased at all then it must be because of
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before  I  could ride  the  Honda,  I  had  to  find  some  method  whereby  I
could get into my  Barbour suit which  I  hadn't won for  three years.   I
now  believe  those  countless  people  who  commented  on  the  amount  of
weight  which  had  appeared  during  those  years  (which  comes  back  to
that other story), and to whom I must now apologise most profusely for
my  vivid  remarks  in  reply!

The immediate set-back was felt when I first straddled the machine-
my  knees  didn,I fit into the recess  of the tank which made riding  some-
what  uncomfortable  especially  when  using  the  tremendously  powerful
and  effective  twin   leading-shoe  brakes  which   this  model   sports   both
front and rear.   I can quite honestly admit that they are the finest I have
ever  come  up  against on any road machine  and  certainly proved  to  be
its  greatest  singular  asset.   On  the  one  occasion  when  I  anived  on  the
filler  cap,  braking  hard,  I  also  discovered  how  wonderfully  rigid  the
frame was, a fact which was also borne out by fast cornering.  There was
literally no sign of cwhip' in the frame at all  and both fore and aft acted
completely as one unit-something which didn,t always happen with the
Vinny!   The only  thing-or things-which marred  the enjoyment of the
enviable  handling  was  the  tyres.   Of Japanese  manufacture,  the  Ohtsh9s

.!:
rtainly  gave  me  no  confidence  whatsoever  on  first  acquaintance  and
really  couldn,t  say  that  I  ever  got  used  to  the  6feel,  of  them.   I  am
rtain  that  there  would  be  a  remarkable  improvement  in  handling  by

fitting Dunlops,  but this  is pure conjecture  on  my part.

As  far as  the  engine  was  concerned,  this  was  completely  fautless  and
gave  out  all  the  perfo-ance  which  I  ever  needed  during  our  brief
encounter.    The  rev  counter  was  marked  at  9,000  I.p.m.  but  I  found
neither the  necessity  nor the opportunity  to push  it to  the  suggested  rev
limit.   The  bottom  gear  of  17.48:  I  I  found  a  little  too  low  but  both
second  and  third  provided  for  supreme  acceleration.  quite  un-matched
in a  machine of this  capacity.   I had to drop  it  into top  when  I  reached
65  m.p.h.  as  the  'tickle'  in  both  hands  and  feet  was  unbearable,  for me
at  least.   This.  of  course,  speaks  highly  of  the  balance  of  the  engine.



Tile   l€`0,'  CB  77  S-llper..,ports  305  c.c.  Honda  showing  the  twin  leading
LhOe  brakes  both  back  aild  front.    An  easy   95  m.p.h.  plus  motorcycle

which  incorporates  all  the  refinements  possible  for  riding  comfort.

FOR    ROAD    OR   TRACK]   SCRAMBLES   OR   TRIALS

GET   YOUR  RACING    LEATHERS   FROM
27.  CARBuRTON   STREET,   LONDON,  W.I
EUSton   4793

The  Pioneers  of  Motor  Cycle  Clothing  who   KNOW
exactlywhat  the  racing  man   needs'          lf  you   cannot

call,   write  or  telephone  for   FREE  Cacalogue.
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the  machine mas  immobilised;  a  steering  column  lock  is  provided  as  a
standard  fixture  and  the  twelve  volt  lighting  system  made  for  excellent
vision  at  night  although  I  did  think  that  a  little  less  light  could  have
been  directed  around  the  front  wheel  and  its  environments.

My general opinion of the machine was that it is certainly not suitable
for  use  around  town;   the  odd  shopping  expedition,  etc.   It  only  really
comes  into its  own when  used on  the  open  road when  the  complete rev
band  range  can  be  used  with  ease.   It  is  then  a  surprisingly  rapid  and
highly manoeuvreable cweapon' and has an enjoyment which can only be
felt with a €buzz-bomb' of this nature.   The faults I have mentioned could
be  eradicated  with  a  little  attention  I  am  certain,  especially  as  most  of
them  were purely relative  to  my  own  stature and riding position.

I would like to add my sincere thanks to Honda U.K. and particularly
to Allan  Robinson, their  Publicity  Officer, who  actually  volunteered the
use  of the  machine.

ENGINE :

Specification  CB 77

Air   cooled   twin   cylinder over-
head  camshaft.

BORE and STROKE:

CUBIC   CAPACITY:

COMPRESSION  RATIO:

TRANSMISSION :

GEAR   RATIO:

LUBRICATION :

SUSPENSI ON :

BATTERY:

FUEL   TANK   CAPACITY:
TYRE  SIZE:

OVERALL  LENGTH:
OVERALL  WIDTH:
OVERALL  HEIGHT:
WHEELBASE :
GROU}D  CLEARANCE:
VIIGHT :

60  x  54m.m.

305  c.c.

9.5:1.

4  speed.

1st-17.48 :  I.
2nd-10.42 :  1.
3rd-7.33 :  1.
4th-6.27 : 1.

Wet Sump Gear Pump.

Front-Telescopic.
Rear-Pivoted Fork.
12V.  9A.H.

2-i-  galls.

Front-2.75   x   18.
Rear-3.00  x  18.

79J.T"S.

24-i-  ins.

37.4  ins.

51   ius.

5i ins.

350  lbs.
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Be  prepared  for  the  worst   of  winter   weather   by
fitting   a   Lucas   Fog   or   Long    Range   Lamp   and
make  your  motorcycllng   safer.   Foglamp  SET 576
gives a  wide 'flat topped'  beam,  Long  Range  Lamp
SLR  576givesa long pencil  beam of great  intensity
and  penetration.  Recommended  prices  79/6  each,
available for 6 or 1 2 volt. Universal bracket for crash
barfitting8/-. WFTorWLR 576 Fog or Long  Range
Lamps    with    back    fixing    for    Scooter    aprons,
recommended   prices   75/-   each,   complete   with
switch    and    cable.

Lu CAB
JOSEPH    LUCAS    LTD      .       BIRMINGHAM    19
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ACE  OF  CLIJBS  MEETING

)

by  The  Editor
Casual  Cotnments

For  those  who  were  lazing  in  an  armchair  by  a  nice  warm  fire  rve
no  doubt  that  the  enjoyment  of  watching  the  meeting  on  televsion  was
complete.   Not  for  the  riders  and officials alas,  as  the  day  proved  to  be
one of the wettest I have ever had occasion to be out in.   The whole day
was  nearly  ruined  by  a  tremendous  downpour  during  and  after  the
Production  race;   a  race  which  a  grinning  Clerk  of the  Course  let  con_
tinue  c| to  find  out  if  the  electrics  worked  in  the  wet!"   From  that  race
hence,  all  race  distances  were  cut  from  fourteen  to  ten  laps  so that the
meeting  would  finish  before  dusk.

Fl.om  event  six,  all  races  were  started  literally  in  an  inch  of  water
which  cascaded  out  of  the paddock and  across  the  start  line  (extremely
bad  planning).    Efforts   were  made   to  sweep   (and,   believe  it  or  not,
shovel)  the  water  away  but  it  was  an  idiotic  battle  which  couldn't  be
won  f'rom  the  offset.   Maggotts  was  flooded  completely  and  a  few  riders
came to a complete standstill  halfway down the Club straight from water
running across the track.   In  fact the whole circuit was so bad that  Brian
Davis was consulted as a rider to see if the meeting should be abandoned.
Verdict " you can get through if you use your head a bit and watch your
braking  into  Woodcote."   So  the  meeting  went  on.

I  don't  honestly  think  that  I,ve  seen  any  two  people  quite  so  wet  as
Ossie  De  Lissa  and Paul  Corbett  our  two  Starters  who  had,  from  neces-
sity'  to  brave  the  start  line  throughout.    For  others  there  was  at  least
some  refuge  from   the  buildings,  but  they  were  stuck  right  out  in  the
open  at  the  mercy  of the  weather.

Television coverage commenced at  I.38 p.m.  which was quite fortunate
for Alan  Baker whose first  lap girations  at  Woodcote corner would  have
delighted  the  viewers.   In  t'act  the  cameras  switched  on  30 seconds  after
he,d bitten  the dust!   Mike  Eglington  once again won  in  convincing style,
his Norton twin sounding superbly on  song throughout the race.   Another
surprise,  for  me  at  least.  was  the  effort  of  young  John  Samways  from
Roehampton  who  gave  Brian  Davis  quite  a  run  for  his  money  in  the
third  race  of  the  day,  for  1,000cc's.   He  was  a  little  outclassed  in  riding
ability  especially  in   the  treacherous   conditions.   but  his  determination
pulled  him  in  front  at  least  on   one  occasion.    A  promising  start  to  a
racing  career.
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side   Roy   Woodhouce's   record.    Next   year   I   expect   a   needle   match
between  the  two  for  Silverstone  honours.

Just  to  prove  that  rm  not  anti-Vincent  (following  the  exclusion   of
vincents  from  the   Hutch  regs)  I   would  like  to  make  mention  of  the
heroic  ride  of  Ray  Mackay  in  winning  the  Production  race.     I  heard
him  referred  to  as  cbonkers,.   €mad,  and  cnuts`  amongst  the  more  sedate
titles  but  I  honestly  think  that  he  must  be  completely  without  fear  to
ride  a  vincent  in  the  way  he  does.  Mick  Bennett proved  that  he  could
ride  a  Manx  better  than  his  Production  Vincent  so  I  wonder   if  Ray
could   prove   a   like   ability   on   something   which   handles   more   like   a
thoroughbred  than  a  mule!
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RESULTS
251-I ,000cc

M.  J.  Eglington.       }:orton.       l6.55.6-79.80
A.  T.  Cooper.       Norton.       l6.57.0-79.69
D.  E.  Whapshott.       Dewton.       l7.00.0-79.45
N.  Bungard.
B.  I.  McLean
I_   A.   Duffell_
M.  C.  Lunde.
P.  A.  Noke.
A.  J.  Lewis.

Norton.       I 7.22.6-77.72
Norton.       1 7.34.6-76.85
Norton.     l7.36.0-76.74
AJS.       I7.39.6-76.48     let  350
Matchless.       I 7.40.2-76.44
BSA  Norton.       l7_44.2-76. I 5

C.  M_  Thompson_       Norlon.        l7.47.1.`-75.90     2nd  350
A.  I.  Read.       AJS.       l7.54.0-75.56       3rd  350
K.  F.  H.  Inwood.       Norton.       l8.05.0-74.69
S.   Ellis.        Aermacchi.        1 8.08.8-74.34
C.  W.  Ford.       Mat|hless.        l8.09.8-74.36
P.   Morgan.       Norton.       l6.56.2-l3  laps.
I.   R.  Golling.        Norton.        l7.03.0
C.   A.   Floyd.        AJS.        l7.08.0
M.  Milton.       Norton.        l7.l4.8
R.   Dickinson.        BSA.         l7.2l.6
A.  T.  Randall.       Norton  Triumph.       I7.29.8
C.   A.   Chivers.        AJS.        17.32.4
J.  Hemming.       Norton.        ]7.34.4
P.   M.   Collis.         BSA.         l3.03.4
C.   Bill.        Triumph   Norton.        l8.l2.2
T.   R.   Miles.        AJS.         l8.22.2
L.  D.  Crisp.       Norton.       l7.07.8-l2  laps.
M.J.  Dicker.       Norton.       l7.20.6
K.  A.  Soall.       Triumph   Norton.        l7.22.2
J.   Willers.       Vincent   Norton.        17.24.2
K.  A.  Shortland.       AJS.       l7.25.0
M.  Try.       Norton   BSA.       17.l8.8-ll   laps.
Fastest   Lap:    M.  I.   Eglington  in   lm.   lO.2s.  at   82.46  m.p.h.

Sidecars
G.  R.  I.  Boret.     Pass:   P.  I.  Kennard.     Vincent.     l8.34.8-7?.70
J.  S.  Brandon.     Pass:  C.  A.  Holland.     JCLS.     l9.lO.2-70.45
J.  D.   Bamber.     Pass:   E.   C  Bamber.     Triumph.     I9.2l.4-69.77
R.  I_.  Ayres-     Pass:  I.  C-  Fagence.    ETY  Triumph.     l9.22.6-69.70
A.   Bamt)rick.     Pass:   R   Allsoo_     Triumnh   Norton.      l9.23.2-69.66
I.   W.  Hallow.     Pass:   M.   I.   Craswel1.    -Norton.      l9.41.0-68.62
A.  a.  Betts.     Pass:   I.  G.  Belts.     t||orton.     l9.47.t'-68.22
D.  Harvev.    Pass:  G.  [ovesav.    Triumph.     I8.3(1.0-.-I3  laps.
J.  a.  Trristham.     Pass:   A.  Notman.    Triumph.     l9.l3.2
c.  c.  storey-     pass:  E.  Johnson.     Or  Noir.     l9.28.0
I.   Mathuson.     Pass:   I.  Evans.     Norton.     l9.43.4
Fas.est   lap:    a.   R.   I.   Boret  in   lm.   l4.6s.  at  77.60  m.p.h.

Event  3.     I,000cc
B.   I.   DIViS.        Matchless.         l8.53.2-7l.52
I.  Samways.       Norton.       l8.54.0-7l.46
a.  H.   Mahon.       Norton.        l9.2l.6-69.76
D.   P.  Mnv.       Norton.       19.22.8-69.69
B.   A.   Bu'qess.       \'orton.        l9.28.6-69.34
I.  A.  Rollison.       Norton.       I9.40.4ut8.65
K.   F.   H    Tm`,.ood.       Norton.        l9.4l.4-68.60
D_   A.  Stever]s.       Norton  Triumph.       l9.42.2-68.55
D.  F.  Best.       Norton.       20.I2.8ut6.82
D.  Cash.       `'orton.       18.59.2-l3  laps.
B.  L.   Marsh.       Triumph  Norton.       19.04.0
K.  Trendell.       Norton  BSA.       l9.24.8
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D.  V.  Doyle.       Norton.       l9.38.0
C.  P.   McDonnell.       CMS.        l9.39.0
B.   Stenning.       Triumph.        l9.42-6
T.   K.   Hounsell.       Triumph.       20.l5.2
H.   R.   Aldous,        BSA.        2u.3l.0
P.  H.  Sershall.       Norton.       l8.54.0-l2  laps.
M_  G.  Cram.       Norton.        l9.3l.0
K.  H.  Kollhoff.       Itorton.        l9.38.4
D.  C.  Mc,I,/lillan.       Norton  BSA.       l9.46.4
Fastest   Lap:    B.   I.   Davis  in   lm.   l7.2s.   at  74.98   m.p.h.

250cc
G.  a.   Milton.       Bultaco.       20.45.2-65.08
W.   Stevenson.       Cotton.       20.53.2-64.67
R.  D.  L.  Denny.      Yamaha.      20.55.2ut4.56
C.  D.  Wild.       Aermacchi.       20.58.6-|4.39
M.   Ing.       Cotton.       2l.00.0-64.32
G.  A.  Kennedy.       Greeves.       2l.22.6-63.I8
S.   Hudson.       Cotton.       2l.4l.8-62.25
a.  Kennell_       Moto  Gurzi.      22.04.0-6l.2l
M.  C.  Bool.       Ducati.       22.04.6-6l.I 8
B.  D.  Foster.      Cotton.      22.I 8.2utO.56
P.  Davis.      Cotton.      20.46.2-l3  laps.
D.  I.  Page.       Bultaco        20.5l.4
C.   Firman.       Greeves.       2I.00.8
A.  D.  Ellis.       Cotton.       2l.06.4
N.  Palmer.       Triumph.       2l.07.4
M.   D.   Beames.        C|reeves.        2I.l3.6
R.  Crowther.       Cotton.       2l. I 8.0
C.S.  Page.       D.P.  Puch.       2I.24.2
P.  Humber.       Greeves.       2l.34.6
P.   Collins.        Norman.       22.07.0
R.  Williams.       Greeves.       20.4\'.4-I2  laps.
Fastest   lap:    M.   Img  in   lm.  25.2s-  at  67.94  m.p.h.

Pro Auction
R.  C.  H.  MacKay.       Vincent.       20.45.8-65.05
P.   A.   Butler.       Triumph.        20.52.2--64.72
D.  Vallis.        Norton.       2I_30.8-62.78
R.  P.  Guy.      Triumph.      2l.30.8-62.78       Ist  500
E.   W.   Webb.       Triumph.        2l.32.2-62.7l
D.  V.  Doyle.       Norton.       2l.50.6utl.83
B.   I.   Davison.       Nortor.       22.I4.?_-60.74
D.   I.   Godfrey.        AJS   3lCSR.       22.I5.0-60.70
B.  Hussey.       Velocette  Venom.       22.l6.6-60.()3       2nd   500
R.  A.  Frenl`h.       Triumph.       2l.27.6-l3  laps.
B.   I.   Booth.        Norton.        2l.31.8
c.  F.   Ringrose.       Velocette.       2l.35.2-l3  laps.       3rd  500
M.  V.  Warrington.       Triumph.       2l.44.4
G.   F.   Green.  Triumph.       2I.49,4
A.M.Rogers.       Ducati.        2l.51.2        lst250
c.  Hutton.       Matchless.       23.03.4
A.   P.  Dancer.       BSA.       22.08.0
D.  McMillan.       AJS.      20.48.2-l2  laps.
c.  s.  Moutimer.       Royal  Enfield.       2l.05.6       2md  250
c.  curtis.       Honda.    -21.34.6       3rd  250
R.  D.  L.  Denny.       Yamaha.       21.40.6
K.  Durham.       BMW.       2l.4l.8
Fastest  Lap:   D.  Vallis  in   lm.  22.2s.  at  70.42  m.p.h.



Event  6.    350cc
I            3         B.  J.  Davis.       AJS.       l4.5l.8ut4.90
2         44         C.  Pantall.       AJS.       l4.56.Out4.60
3          14         W.  I.  MacLean.       Norton.       l5.05.4ut3.93
4         28         M.  Jackson.       AJS.       l5.50.4utO.91
5         36         R.   Burgess.       Norton.        l5.58.8-60.38
6         35        I.  C.  Parker.      Norton.       l6.03.2-60.09
7         27         R.  D.  L.  Denny.       Yamaha.       16.lO.2-59.67
8           4         D.  P.   May.       Norton.       l6.l5.8-59.32
9         31          G.  W.  Sharp.       Norton.       l6.l6.0-59.31

10         29         C.  L.  Patrick_       BSA.       l6.l7.0-59.25
ll          30         P.  Harrison.       BSA.       l5.07.2-9  laps.
l2         33         I.  W.  Jones.       Norton  BSA.       l6.l2.8
13             6          D.   Walker.        BSA.        l6.13.2
14            2          B.   S.   Tingley.        Norton-        l6.l3.4
15            7          P.   Myall.        AJS.        l5.Ol.6-8   laps.
l6             I          F.  C.  Steward.       BSA.        l5.22.2
17           I I           D.   Robinson.        BSA.        15.28.4

Fastest   I-ap:    B.  J.  Davjs  in   lm.  26.Os.  at  67.3l   m.p:h.
Event  7.    Sidecar

I          3I          P.  G.  Gerrish.    Pass:  R.  P.  Fearney.    Vincent.     l5.57.8-60.44
2         35         R.  K.  Eves.     Pass..   D.  P.  Eves.    Triumph.     l6.00.2-60.29
3         39         M.  J.   Rowell.     Pass:   G.  K.   Grant.   Norton.     l6.22.4-58.93
4         27         D.  F.  Dickinson.    Pass..  N.  Vann.     BMW.     l6.22.8-58.88
5         22          P.  J.   Bowdery.     Pass:   B.   Ellington.     AGS.     l6.34.0-58.23
6         24         P.   F.   AIlen.     Pass:   P.  E.   AIlen.     BSA.     l6.39.8-57.90
7          37         B.  D.  Jones.     Pass:  C.  D.  Wallace.    Triumph.     l6.47.2-57.46
8         33         N.  H.  Lewis.     Pass:  J.  Tucker.     RGS  BSA.     l7.07_0-56.37
9         32         A. V.  Butler.    Pass:  C. Jewesbury.    Brook  Triumph.     l6.43.4-9

10         28         E.  Wallbank.     Pass:  E.   Barr.     Norton.     l7.32.6-5  laps  only.

Fastest  Lap:    M.  J.   Rowell  in   lm.  28.6s.  at  65.33  m.p.h.
Event  8.     l25cc

I            6         M.  Carney.       Bultaco.        l4.40.8-65.72
2         41          P.   B.   Dunwell.       Bultaco.        l5.07.4-63.79
3           14           L.   J.   Iles.         Bultaco.         15.1l.2-63.53
4         45         S.   R.   M.  Wood.       Bultaco.       l5.27.6-62.1 I
5          32          G.   G.   Milton.        Bultaco.        l5.3S.0-61.71
6          12         a.  Gibson.       Bultaco.        l5.38.0-6l.71
7         36         M.  I.  Pomfret.       Honda.       l5.39.0-6l.65
8          27          I.   D.  Button.       Honda.        15.56.6-60.51
9          23          S.   R.   L.   Nicholson.        Bultaco.        l5.58.0-60.42

lo         ll         T.  J.  Tucker.       Bultaco.       l6.20.6-59.04
ll          39         D.   Barton.       Bultaco.       l4.44.4-9  laps.
12           16          I.   Richens.        Bultaco.        l5.32.6
13          43          R.   M.   Clover.        Bultaco.        l5.36.0
l4          37          K.   A.   Lane.        Montesa.        l5.40.0
l5          34          R.   W.   Bryant.       Bultaco.        l5.49.2
16            9          J.  A.   Ridley.        Bultaco.        l5.49.4
17           18          A.   Randle.        Honda.        16.08.0
l8          35          D.   Darby.       Ducati.        l6.ll.2
19           10          A.  I_  Nelmes.        Honda.        l6.29.0
20           7         W.  P.  Pollard.       Bultaco.       14.54.2-8  laps.
2I             2          B.  R.  Tomlins.       Bultaco.        l5.32.6
22           7         D.  McMillan.       Ducati.       l4.55.4-7  laps.
23           17          K.   A.   Gee.        M.V.   Agusta.        14.55.6
24          33          G.   E.   Berwick.        BSA.        14.57.2
25          40          A.  C.  Willett.       Honda.       l6.l6.6

Fastest  Lap:    M.  Carney  in   lm.  25.8s.  at  67.46  m.p.h.

laps.



Event  9.     I,000ce
I          85         D.  Browning.       Norton.       l4.23.0-67.07
2          77          A.  C.   Brown.        Norton.        14.27.2-66.35
3          73          S.   T.   Hushes.        Norton.        14.39.2-65.84
4         46         a.  R.  Bunting.       Norton.       I4.58.4-64.44
5          7l          S.  Griffin.       Norton.        l5.04.8-63.98
6          84          V.   Finn.        Norton.        l5.I5.2-63.25
7          52          D.   I.   Wain.        Norton.        I5.32.8-62.05
8          82          J.  E.   Yeats.        Triton.        l5.36.0-6l.84
9         67         D.  Miller.       TNS.        l5.40.6-6l.54

10          6l          D.   R.   Menzies.        Norton.        l5.48.8-6l.OI
l1          60          R.  H.  Spencer.       Triumph  T\Torton.        l4.4l.8-9  laps.
l2          69          T.   A.  Upton.        Norton.        l4.42.0
l3          64          A.   R.   Allen.        Norton.        l4.53.6
14          47           A.  E.  Rogers.        Norton.        15.l].2
I 5           57          C.  J.   Bolton.        Norton.        l5.48.8
16          50          I.  I.  Saill.       Triumph  N'orton.        l5.07.2-8  laps.

Fastest   I-aps:    D.   Browning  in   lm.  22.8s.  at  69.9]   m-p.h.
Event  10.     250cc

1
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4          55
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10            58
ll            77
I2            83
13            46
14           49
15            75
16           69
17            52

T.  I.  Myers.       DMW.        I5.lO.2-63.60
P.  Habel.        AeI.maC|-hi.        I 5. I 5.6-63.22
R.   a.   Farmer.        Aermacchi.        l5.16.0-()3.'l9
B.  Deal.       Cotton.        16.03.0-60.lO
M.   Campbell.       Ducati.        I6.05.4-59.96
J.  Hemmings.       Greeves.       l6.l8.0-59.l9
S.  D.  Greenwood.       Greeves.       l6.l9.8-59.08
A.   Gagen.        Royal  Enfield.        I6.26.2-58.70
B.  A.   Smith.        Ariel.        l6.26.8-58.67
K.  G.  Tilley.       Aermacchi.        l6.42.4-57.75
J.  R.  Aldworth.       Greeves.       I5.24.4-9  laps.
W.   Armstrong.        Greeves.        l5.34.0
A.  W.  Prescott.       Cotton.       l5.5l.6
M.  I.  Cox.       Yamaha.        I5.58.6
R.   Ford.       Cotton.        l6.l2.6
B.   C.   Pardy.        Greeves.        l6.I6.4
R.  D.   Rippingale.       Greeves.        l6.43.2
Fastest  Lap:    R.   G.   Farmer  in   lm.   27.6s.   at  65.98   m.p.h.

MUTUAL   AID
FOR  SALE

D.M.W.  l963  250cc  Trials  machine.   Has  only  competed  in  one  trial.
370  miles  on  the  clock.   Stored  carefully  for  two  years.   No  good  offer
refused.   Will part exchange and deliver.   J.  R.  Boggis.  5  St.  Johns  Farm
Estate. Nethercott. Tackley, Oxon.
or   sale.    Many   A.J.S.   650   CSR   spares,   lots   of  Norton   Domminator
spares,  lots  of  ltom  spares.   All  above  bits  going  to  any  offer.   D.  V.

BREAKING  l956  Bed ford Van.  All parts. 500cc Ariel for breaking

Poyle. 43  Hillcrest Gardens. Kingsbury, London,  N.W.9.TOHATSU  l25cc  l965  ex-works  in  better  than  new  condition.   Full
spares  kit.   A  winner  in  the  right  hands.   Too  fast  for  present  owner.
£485.   H.P.  might  be  arranged.   E.  L.  Griffiths,  294  Badmington  Road,
Downend,  Bristol.

TYRES.  Racing Dunlop Cling.   New 2.75   x   18 F'ront.   Avon 2.50  x
l8  Front.   £3  each.    Racing  Japanese  Cling  2.75   x    l8  rear.  £2    log.
Pair of road Pirelli  2.75   x   18,  £3   10s.   Address  as  above.
Mk  1    Greeves Silverstone    £l60   Nutfield  Ridge  337l
WANTED

RACING LEATHERS.   38'' Chest  x  6,.   B. M. Smith,  14 Stap]ehurst
Road,  Reigate,  Surrey.

TIGER  CUB  barrel  and piston.   See  Doyle  above.
ELECTRIC  ARC welder and paint sprayer.   See  Boggis  above.



There was no vibration as such anywhere in the rev-band although what
happened  over  8,000  I.p.m.  I  never  did  find  out.    However,  this  was
reached  completely  effortlessly  and  with  an  ease  which  I  could  never
quite  relate  to  the  size  of  the  engine.

The  gearbox  doesn,I  match  the  perfomance  I  regret  to  say  unless
you  use  your  feet  like  a  sledge  hammer  and your right  wrist  as  though
wringing  out  a  wet  leather.   Here  again  the  machine  didn,t fit  the  rider
as  my  left  foot had to  be  moved  off the  footrest and  forward to  engage
the  lever.   I  couldn't see  anyway  in  which  convenient  adjustment  could
be  made,  the  only  real  answer  being  a  shorter  gearlever.   I  didn,t  find
the  gear  change  mechanism  positive  enough  for  my  liking  despite  the
inconvenience already mentioned, and movement to engage second. third
and  top  was  too  great  even  for  a  comfortable  left  foot  position.    In
addition,  the  cushion  drive  in  the  clutch  gave  a  secondary  effect  when
picking  up  the  primary  drive,  most  disconcerting  when  you  have  been

sea to a rigid form, and there was quite a lot of snatch 6n the over-run
t  lower  revs.   I  found  this  latter  item  most  irritating  when  in  traffic

'1
which,  combined  with  the  low  bottom  gear,  meant  that  I  had  to  con.
tinually slip the clutch in second to ease the drive and make the pick-up
smoother.   Even then I was not altogether successful in that the cushion
drive  6clonked'  and made  for  an  erratic connection.   This didn't in any
way  effect  the  handling  of the  machine  itselL  but just  made  me  a  little
nervous of the mechanics being damaged.   But, as I said initially) if you
booted it into gear and wanged open the throttle it behaved like a lamb
or  a  tiger,  depending whether you are  referring to  the  mechanics  of the
clutch  or the reaction  of the machine!

As with most Hondas, a turn of a key  and a press  of a button  makes
the  engine  burs  into  life  but  I  found  that  this  particular  one  needed  a
little persuasion to start from cold.    The clutch had to be freed by using
the  kickstart  and  the  choke  setting  was  important.   No  throttle  could
be used at all until the machine was ticking over steadily) when the choke
had  to  be released completely  before the  engine  would pick  up  on  revs.
In  the  process  of attempting  kick  starts  I  found  that  the  forward  push
of  the  lever  came  awkardly  near  the  brake  lever  which  meant  that  I
caught  the  inside  of my ankle  bone  on  every  occasion.   I  was  glad  that
Hondas  had  fitted  an  automatic  starter!

Generally  speaking the machine could be termed  as a  little  big  'bike'
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The  finish  of  the  chrome  and enamel  is  beyond reproach and all  of the
hand  controls  come  perfectly  within  reach  with  virtually  the  flick  of  a
finger.   The  only  movement  which  meant  taking  your  hand  off the  bars
was  to the  headlamp  switch for the  initial {switch-on', main  beam  being
operated  from  the  clamp  on  the  left  grip.   A  convenient  neutral  light
shows  on  the  headlamp  when  neutral  is  engaged.   I  had  considerable
difficulty  in  mastering  the  technique  to  get  the  box  into  neutral  which.
although positive  enough  is  a  little  stiff and  made  a  foot  movement off
the  rest  virtually  impossible  which  meant  that  I  kept  going   straight
through  both  ways.   The  ignition  key  provided  for parking  lights  while



THE SIR  ALGERNON GUINI\mSS  nmMORIAL
TROPHY  MEETING                                                           by The  Editor.

Sir  Algernon  Guinness  was  President  of  Bemsee  from  l93l  until  his
death  in  October  1954.   In  his  earlier  years  he  was  well  known  as  a
racing motorist although he kept only the greatest admiration and respect
for  the  two-wheeled  brigade.   He spent many  years  in  competition  with
his   brother   Bill-Kenelm   Lee   Guinness   (K.L.G.,s   to   you)-and   his
earliest  distinction  was  at  Saltbum  sands  when  in  1922  he  achieved  the
notable  distinction  of becoming  the  first  person  to  achieve  two  miles  in
a  minute.   His  last  race  was  in  the  Isle  of  Man  in  the  same  year.   He
succeeded  to  the  Baronetcy  in  1915.   The  trophy  which  bears  his  name
was presented to the Club in  1955 by Arthur Guinness Son and Co.  Ltd.
with  whom  he. had  family  connections.

The  1965  version of  the  Guinness  Trophy  Meeting  sprung  many  sur-
prises  not  the  least  of  which  was  the  appearance  of  the  Dresda  Triton
which  won  at  Barcelona.   The  racing  version  of  the  same  model  was
to  provide  Dave  Degens  with  the  only  double  win  of  the  day  when  it
most  effectively  beat  a  very  good  field.   However,  as  Peter  Williams  on
Paul  Dunstall,s  Dommiracer  had  an  extremely  bad  start  most  of  the
expected  fun  went right out  of the race  as  soon  as  Dave  skipped off  in
the  lead  virtually  from  the  drop  of  the  flag.   The  biggest  question  was" could Peter get through the field in five laps?''  The answer was nearly
but not quite  and Brian Davis must have breathed a sigh of relief when
the flag fell with the Dommiracer one fifth of a  second behind.   But this
was  the  last  race  of  the  day  so  let's  get  back  to the  first!

For  the  first  time  for  a  very  long  time.  all  cquick'  races  were  placed
first in  the  programme,  to make the afternoon,s  sport start with  a bang.
The  250cc  race  provided  the  ignition  when  Vie  Chatterton  walked  off
and left everyone with his  very rapid  Yamaha.   It was  then  left  to  Tom
Philips (Ducati) and Robin Denny (Yamaha) to fill  the  second and third
places  in  that  order-   Vie,s  second  race  for  125,s  spelt  disaster  for  him
though  for,  after a frantic scrap with  Rod Scivyer's  Honda  over  the last
lap, both riders came into Russell Corner side by  side and Vic managed
to be the one  not to come out.   Fortunately  he wasn't hurt.
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to  note  that  John  Samways  6put  it  across'  Brian  Davis  which  virtually
makes  them  6evens'  for  the  time  being.   Tony  Cooper's  very  rapid  650
Norton  brought  him  into  third  place  ahead  of  Geoff  Nash  and  John
Rollinson.    This  was  in  the  quicker  of  the   I,000cc  races.    The  350cc
event provided an expected win for Peter Williams although Alan Rutter
tried his hardest to pull  back the three seconds which  separated them at
the  finish,   Brian  Davis  was  third.

Much  could  be  written  about  this  meeting  which  was  all  the  Ace  of
Clubs  was  not.   Glorious  sunshine  prevailed  all  day very wa- for the
time   of   year,   making   for   perfect   racing   weather.    Many   took   the
opportunity  to dry out from Silverstone and Oulton Park the day before

#
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which  too had proved to be a wet one, rounding  off the  Bemsee season
in  a  fitting  manner.

Unluckiest man  of  the  day  must have  been  Mike  Tooze  from  Sidcup
who managed to come off in a big way at the last comer, of the last lap,
of the  last race  of the  day.   I,m  sure  we  all  hope  that he'll  be  fit  again
before  long  to  be  able  to  enjoy  the  winter.

VIrE   RETURN   TO  PRESCOTT

PRESCOTT-a  hill  in  Gloucestershire,  but  a  hill  with  a  difference
for  it  is  here  that  the  Bugatti  Owners  Club  owns  and  runs  its  own  hill
climb that ranks as  one of the top  courses  in the country.   Fifteen years
ago (Bemsee, contributed some riders including George Brown and Emie
Woods, but there, for some reason, the matter ended until this year.  Then
the  demise  of  Shelsley  prompted  us  (why  on  earth  did  no  one  think oL
it before?)  to ask if again we could have a crack at the  hill.   The result
was an invitation for our members to make demonstration runs over the
1.127  yard  hill  during  the  final  meeting  of  the  season.

The fact that the day was dull with periods of drizzle failed to dampen
the ardour of the members who turned out.  The tight turns and gradients
were  liberally  coated  with  rubber  which  with  the  rain  added  nothing
to  the  grip.   From  the   start   which  is   on  the  level,   the  road   climbs
gradually  in  a  let't hand  sweep  into  the  hairpin  of  Ettore,s with  its  two
radii  curve,  runs  back  down  hill  then  sharply  up  to  the  banked  hairpin
at  Pardon Hill Farm.   From  there it proceeds  across  the  side of the  hill
in  a  series  of  left  and  right  sweeps  to  the  Esses  and  out  via  a  90o  left
handel.   The climb continues round a promonotory  with a short straight
to the  finish line.   Prescott runs a  unique system;  when  the first man  has
reached  and passed  the  Esses  the  next  man  is  despatched  so  that  at all
times  the  spectators  have something to watch.   Indeed  the  hill  is so laid
out  that  almost  the  whole  of  the  course  is  visible  from  the  very  com-
modious spectator  vantage points.

Our  first  run  was   before  lunch  with  Allan  Robinson   starting  pro-
ceedings, on a 90cc Honda.  He promptly returned via the service road to
pick up his 305cc Honda to wind up the run which was headed by Tony
Willmot on  the  6-speed  Manx Norton.   Ernie  Woods  found the going  /
little  difficult  due  to  his  exhaust  pipes  grounding  at  Ettore's.   No  such
bother troubled Chris  Williams riding Clive Waye,s 625  Scott  (the same
one with which  he cleaned up the  Vintage  race  at Crystal  Palace at the
Bank  Holiday).   Those  good  sports  Roy  and  Doug  Woodhouse  turned
out with  the  650  Triumph  sc  also  fresh  from  successes  at  the  Palace  to
make  their  hill  climb  debut.   Time  did  not  permit  them  to  change  the
gearing so they went up  in  bottom  all  the way producing  a  very  credit-
able  time  of  69.l3  sees.   The  second  runs  took  place  five  minutes  after
rain again feel on a partly drying track which necessitated some leg work
at  Ettore's  hairpin.   Erhie  missed  a  gear  into  Pardon,  found  himself  in
neutral  and  wisely  ran  into  the  sand,  picked  up  the  bike  and  made



slowest   run.   By   contrast  Roger  Cramp   on  the   1927   Velocette.  went
faster,  as  did  Harry  Voice.   Harry  gave  a  wonderful  demOnStratlOn  Of
hill  climbing  but  it  was  Tony  Willmot  who  made  fastest  time  in  each
run  and,  deservedly.  emerged  the  victor,  besides  setting  a  new  motor
cycle record since the times at the  l950 meeting were all  over the Shorter
(880 yard)  course.

I     Tony Willmott
2     Chris  Williams
3    Emie  Woods
4    Roger Cramp
5    Harry Voice

I.    jl Charlie  Willmott
Allan Robinson

RESULTS

8    Roy and Doug Woodhouse
9    AIlan Robinson

499  Manx Norton
625   1926  Scott
497  vee-twin  JAP
348   1927  Velocette
498   B14  Excelsior
497  JAP
305  Honda
649  Triumph  sc
87  Honda

time  in  seconds
Runl     Run2
60.80       61.40
63.79        63.96
64.lO     ll5.54
68.57        64.68
65.79        65.32
66.66       67.53
68.77        69.95
69.13         74.81
70.79       78.60

poor  George  Brown  strained  his  back  a  few  days  before  Which  Put
him  out  of  the  running.    A  pity  because  Nero  at  Prescott  would  have
been  a  sight  to  remember.   The  absolute  record  is  48.l46  sees.  standing
to the credit of Tony  Marsh  in  the super-charged 4.250cc Marsh Special.
peter Boshier Jones won the day in the  1,220cc Lotus Climax. but speeds
were down; the really star drivers reaching the 53 see. bracket.   All  things
considered,   therefore,   our   lads   put  up   a   good   show.    Moreover   the
Bugatti  club  members  were  kindness  personified.                 Dends  Bates.

TH ANKS
please  would  you  convey  my  thanks  to  the  Marshals  and  First  Aid

personnel   who   attended   me   when   I   slipped   off   at   Silverstone   on
september  25th.                                                Roger  Bowling,  London,  N.l5.

don,t    forget!
The Dinner is on the  Eighteenth of this
month.        Tickets 30/-         Book NOW

Not    Later
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COMERFORDS     LTD.
The  Motor Cycle  Distributors and  Buyers

EXPERIENCED   AND   PRACTICAL

SUPPORTER  OF  ALL  PIIASES  OF   THE  SPORT

CO M ERFORDS    LTD.  THPAPMRETsSMDfLuroHN SRuORtRDEY
Telephones:    Emberbrook  553l   (7 lines)

book aROuWO...
Those  who  know  a  good  thing  use

4B[xp a ®
Fairings   &  Streamlinings

THE     ORIGINAL

and
''STILL   THE   BEST  "

P:m_a_nd  genuine  AVON,. produc.S  from  your  usual  deale'.  o'  if  in  a;fficuI.y wr;|e =
RTITCHENALIJ    XPROS.    IJTI>.         BuL:FOR.D- PJOA;D
DURRINGTON.   WILTS.                                      Durrington  walls  56I

)
!i

Tl         .".:          ..

KIRBY   FAlfllNGS   I5in   wid®'  high  ground
clearance, very  rigid'.pecially  made to  our
de.ign  from exp.rience gained oyer  |eyerll
years'  racing     Suit.ble  for  AJ.S..   liol'dal.
MatchleI.  and  Norton  racing machineI. £l6

Order  Now I

We an Supply any Motor Cycle Scooter
or Sidecar on the most favourable termI

-  backed  by  SUPER  SERVICE.

FLONEO   CORNER.  HORNCHuRCH
ESSEX                        |phon.  48785



glnnucel  CD4nner
DANCING  TO    Trevor  Hall  and  his  Music  featuring  vocalist  Isabel

Duncan,  who  was  resident  at  the  London  Palladium
during  the  Arthur  Haynes  show,  and  Paul  Canoll,
alto-sax,    who    currently    plays    with    the    Johnny
Dankworth  orchestra.

EXCELLENT    Only the best is good enough!

MENU    The  finest  vintage  of Castrol  Grease,  XlOO  combined
with   the   indubitable   pleasures   of   the   aroma   from
methanol  will  make  this  the  most  intoxicating  menu
of  the  year!

RAFFLE    Ever  ridden  a  Honda  monkey-bike?   Then  you  may
well  do  so  after  this  evening.   Dozens  more  prizes-
no catches  or  booby's.

SPEECHES    Kept strictly to the minimum for the sake of everyone
-including the speakersl.

TROPHIES    Will  be  presented  during  the  course  of  the  evening.
We  sincerely  hope  that  all  l965  winners  will  be  there
to  receive  them.

DRESS    An ordinary lounge suit and comparable dress for the
women.   Some  of  us  will  be  wearing  Dinner  Jackets
but  only  because  we,ve  got to!   Strictly  info-al.

TIIE  DATE   TIIURSDAY,     |8th     NOVEnmER    -    LYONS

COVEnITRY       STREET      CORNER       HOUSE,

LONDON,   W.1.

630 p.m. FOR 7.|5 p.m.

TICKETS    THIRTY    SIIILLINGS


